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Abstract—The recent pandemic forced substantial changes in
our lives, including the way we interact with physical objects. For
example, voice-activated systems that enable users to communicate with them through speech commands are becoming more
pervasive. At the same time, recent technology developments
delivered voice capability to Internet of Things (IoT) devices
with low-power audio transducers. Voice-activated IoT devices
have the potential to engage patients and caregivers in new and
cost-efficient ways, from telehealth and digital health, to portable
diagnostics and remotely delivered care. In this brief, we review
voice activated IoT devices, discuss their trends, and identify
unique challenges when these devices are used in the healthcare
sector. Furthermore, we discuss some future application scenarios
and their characteristics.
Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT), IoT healthcare,
mobile health, smart healthcare device, speech recognition,
voice-activated device, voice-activated IoT healthcare device
(VIHD).

I. I NTRODUCTION
OICE technology has improved from limited vocabulary
input systems to conversational speech recognition
engines that have the same accuracy as human transcriptions [1], and it has jumped from closely controlled settings to
autonomous systems navigating unconstrained acoustic environments [2]. The pervasive use of voice technology in tasks
that require a human–computer interface stems from advancements in integrated-circuit and microelectromechanical-system
(MEMS) technology, improvements in wireless communication systems, and developments in a plurality of areas,
including voice-activity detection (VAD) [3], keyword spotting
(KWS) [4], automatic speech recognition (ASR) [5], natural
language processing (NLP) [6], and text-to-speech synthesis
(TTS) [7].
Today, voice is emerging as a powerful interface for a range
of applications controlled by spoken language. Voice-activated
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Fig. 1.
Devices that consumers use for voice searches related to
healthcare [10].

systems are operated through a user interface implementing a voice technology that enables tasks to be performed
hands-free. These devices “wake up” when called, with examples being “Hey Google,” “Hey Alexa” (Amazon’s devices),
“Hey Siri” (Apple’s devices), and “Hey Spotify.” Consumer
awareness of voice technology is growing according to recent
surveys [8]–[10]. As an example, over 50% of smartphone
users have resorted to a voice assistant application to search
for health-related topics (e.g., asking about illness symptoms,
finding medication information, locating a healthcare facility). Other commercial products are used for healthcare-related
voice searches as well, as shown in Fig. 1.
The user interface of a voice-activated system is based on
smart acoustic sensors and relies on intelligent control, processing, and networking capabilities. Such systems are part
of the Internet of Things (IoT), the smart objects that connect the physical world to the Internet or other communication
networks. IoT systems find applications not only in everyday
life, from smart cities and automated buildings to augmented
reality and entertainment, but, increasingly, in healthcare settings from e-health and assistive technologies, to portable
diagnostics and wearables.
Various diagnostic tools and medical devices can be viewed
as a part of the IoT. Voice-activated IoT healthcare devices
(hereafter abbreviated VIHD) provide support also for remote
health monitoring, fitness programs, rehabilitation, elderly
care, and chronic diseases [11], [12]. As limitations, inequities,
and gaps in universal healthcare access have been revealed
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TABLE I
E XAMPLE A PPLICATIONS OF VOICE -ACTIVATED I OT IN H EALTHCARE

by the current pandemic, the need for effectively integrating healthcare services with IoT systems has become more
pressing. In particular, the accessibility and effectiveness of
the healthcare infrastructure can be improved by lowering
physical barriers through IoT networks that operate within
healthcare centers or connect patients and healthcare providers
over longer distances. IoT-based health services are expected
to reduce costs, enable remote provision and increase quality
of life. Furthermore, the IoT can facilitate scheduling limited resources and tracking the times to replenish supplies for
seamless operation. Hence, it is apparent that the use of smart
IoT devices will play a critical role in the future healthcare
infrastructure, and their applicability will increase when these
devices have voice-activation capabilities [13], [14]. In comparison with the aforementioned research, this brief focuses
on VIHD, providing a discussion on the design challenges,
along with emerging applications.
This brief is organized as follows. Section II reviews the
current applications of voice activated IoT devices in healthcare. Section III presents the technological advancements that
enable the integration of such devices in small form factors
and the available solutions. Section IV discusses the design
requirements, challenges, and tradeoffs, and Section V touches
on new potential applications. Finally, Section VI will derive
the conclusion of the proposed tutorial.

II. VOICE -ACTIVATED I OT IN H EALTHCARE
In healthcare applications, voice and IoT devices have an
important role to play in improving access to smart technology
for patients and healthcare personnel alike [15]–[17]. Table I
captures some applications spanning from assistive functions
to diagnostics that are possible in healthcare settings, at home,
and elsewhere.
In a hospital or healthcare facility, voice activated devices
assist surgeons with performing complex tasks in the operating

room while minimizing touches on surfaces, thereby reducing the risk of pathogen transmissions [18]. Voice interfaces
are used in computer-aided surgery, robot-assisted activities, and laboratory automation systems [19]. Voice assistants
help doctors and nurses with monitoring supplies, providing efficient scheduling of available resources, maintaining
patients’ electronic medical records, and retrieving relevant
information [20]. Automatic speech transcription aids radiologists with the analysis of imaging results and automated
recording of findings, thereby facilitating accurate documentation [21]. Voice interfaces assist patients as well, especially when they have restricted mobility, through support for
communication, room control, and preparation for medical
procedures [22].
Voice-activated devices provide a simple interface also to
patients recovering at home and to the elderly for controlling
various functions in homecare or assisted-living settings [23],
including remote health monitoring [24], preventive and diagnostic smart home [25], home-care robotics [26], intelligent
pharmaceutical packages that improve medication compliance [27], and smart bandages and stitches that provide
information about the healing progress [28]. Voice-activated
devices facilitate access to telemedicine services [16] and provide support to people with hearing or speech difficulties [29].
Finally, real-time speech recognition improves the communication of people with neurodegenerative diseases and speech
disorders [30], [31].
Voice technology finds applications also in screening,
diagnosing, and monitoring certain health conditions [32].
Breathing and coughing sounds contribute to diagnosing respiratory conditions [33], including coronavirus infections [34].
The detection of vocal biomarkers has been proposed for
rapid screening, diagnosing, or monitoring the course of
diseases impairing voice production mechanisms [35]–[37].
Recent studies include the identification of depression and
post-traumatic stress disorder [38], [39], neurodegenerative
diseases [40], [41], and metabolic and cardiovascular diseases [42], [43].
III. S TATE OF THE A RT
A. Voice-Activated IoT Devices
Practical VIHD designs can incorporate voice capability due
to technological advancements in the following areas:
• Audio transducers with integrated MEMS microphones [44], [45], and CMOS circuit interfaces [46]–[48].
• Low-power integrated circuits for signal processing
implementing voice techniques (e.g., VAD, KWS, ASR,
NLP) [49]–[51].
• Integrated circuits for low-power wireless communications [52]–[54].
Since healthcare voice activated applications must respond
at all times, a key challenge is to enable voice activation with
a dedicated low-power microcontroller rather than depending
on a wireless connection to operate off a cloud-based system.
Although this contributes to reducing the power consumption
for data transmission, minimizing the power consumption for
data acquisition and processing is a critical challenge.
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Typical VIHD block diagram.

As shown in Fig. 2, compared to a conventional lowpower embedded system, a typical VIHD includes a multistage
wakeup system fed by the microphone (VAD and KWS),
a speech recognition and digital classification system (ASR
and NLP), and often a text-to-speech synthesis module driving a loudspeaker (TTS) for a two-way user interface. The
biomedical sensors or actuators and low-power wireless communication with secure data protocols complete the IoT
module.
The requirement of continuous listening poses a severe
power-consumption constraint for the modules that are always
on. The microphone biasing network and preamplifier are critical parts of the design. Capacitive MEMS microphones are
biased at a voltage over 5 V to achieve sufficient sensitivity,
which can be delivered by an on-chip charge pump increasing
a standard supply voltage. The biasing network and preamplifier typically consume a power of a few hundred microwatts,
which can be decreased by reducing biasing voltage and sensitivity in standby mode. Piezoelectric MEMS microphones can
reduce the stand-by power to a few ten microwatts because
they do not require a biasing voltage [44], [46]. Event-driven
approaches are the most successful in reducing the power consumption by acquiring and processing data only when relevant
voice data is detected [55]. Wake-up stages for preliminary
event detection based on spectral decomposition by analog
band-pass filtering can achieve a power consumption below
hundred microwatts [56], [57]. Event-driven digital signal processing can be power efficient as well [58], but it requires
an always-on analog-to-digital converter, which consumes a
few hundred milliwatts [47]. The power consumption of the
remaining modules has a lesser impact because they operate
with a low duty cycle.
The microphone interface circuits, including preamplifiers
and analog to digital converters (ADC) are critical for the
audio performance in terms of bandwidth, dynamic range
(DR), and total harmonic distortion. A minimum bandwidth
of 3.5 kHz and DR of 70 dB are sufficient for basic voice
interfaces and can be achieved with extremely low power
consumption, which allows always running functionality on
battery power. However, some healthcare applications require
high fidelity to enable biometric authentication, accurate
speech recognition or diagnostic functions. Therefore, larger
bandwidth (e.g., 20 kHz) and DR (e.g., 90 dB) are required
at the cost of more power (e.g., in the order of 1 mW). For
always running applications, the microphone interface circuits
should be designed to operate in low-power, low-DR mode for

Fig. 3.

Stages of a VIHD architecture along with information flow.

extending battery life, and to switch to high-power, high-DR
mode when an audio input signal is detected.
Low-power wake-up circuit for acoustic detectors that recognize human speech are implemented with discrete components [57], programmable devices [59], or ASIC designs [56].
As shown in Fig. 2, typical implementations use VAD,
which allows the system to sleep while listening, thereby
lowering power dissipation as well as processing demand.
Once an audio signal of a predefined type is detected,
the system resumes full power and performs the operations
required [60]–[65]. Effective solutions include multiple wakeup stages, where each element increases in power consumption
and computational complexity, starting from analog feature
extraction (VAD), proceeding to keyword spotting (KWS),
and ending with speech recognition and digital classification
(ASR and NLP). Design strategies for processing the resulting audio signal include time-domain and frequency-domain
approaches and the application of machine learning (ML)
techniques [66]–[70].
B. Voice-Activated IoT Architectures
IoT system architecture is the four-stage process illustrated
in Fig. 3 in which data are generated by the device, flow
through the network and intermediate stages, and eventually
are stored in a data center.
1) Device: This stage is the home of the “thing” in an IoT
system. Devices include sensors that generate data, and sometimes actuators that act on their environment. Information from
the physical world is converted into digital data before being
forwarded to the next stage. In our framework, a microphone
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TABLE II
E XAMPLE O FF - THE -S HELF I MPLEMENTATIONS

applications, the average power can be reduced to a few milliwatts by maintaining the SoC is sleep mode and relying on
a microphone with VAD to resume normal operation when
voice is detected.
IV. T RENDS AND C HALLENGES IN VIHD
A. Trends

can convert voice data from a surgeon during an operation to
a digital form.
2) Internet Gateway: In this stage, the raw data are collected by a data acquisition system. The system aggregates
and formats the data before forwarding them, via wires or
wireless, through the gateway to the next stage. The gateway
can be attached to the device, or it can be stand-alone. A simple microcontroller can take the raw digital data, format them
and forward them to a router inside the operation room.
3) Edge Computing: In this stage, the data are processed,
close to the devices. After the data have been digitized and
aggregated, they are processed for quick analysis and to reduce
their volume, before going to the cloud. The router inside the
room can decide which data need immediate action during the
operation, which need further processing after the operation,
and which data should be discarded.
4) Cloud Computing: In this stage, the data are stored
while advanced processing can take place. ML methods can
be applied to extract useful information from large amounts
of data after the operation.

C. Example Implementations
Table II lists examples of off-the-shelf components for
VIHD implementations. Piezoelectric MEMS microphones
can detect voice activity while consuming a very low power
(e.g., 18 µW) [71], [72]. When the microphone detects a
sound in the voice band above a configurable threshold, the
system switches to normal mode in a time short enough to capture and process the sound that exceeds the threshold (e.g.,
200 µs). While the output of an analog microphone is processed by a preamplifier and an ADC, a digital microphone
provides a pulse density modulation output directly that is
processed by a codec. Such components are typically part
of a system on a chip (SoC) with a digital signal processor (DSP). Typical implementations dedicated to smart audio
include preamplifiers and ADCs for multiple microphones, a
built-in DSP-based voice wakeup system and communication
circuits [73], [74]. However, their power consumption can
exceed 100 mW depending on the implementation and the
active modules. To enable battery-operated always-listening

1) Speech-Recognition Artificial Intelligence: There are
increasing efforts to develop more robust speech recognition
systems using advances in intelligent software that include
artificial intelligence (AI), ML and NLP. These techniques are
becoming better at handling accents and distinguishing speech
from background noise. There is also much progress in automated speech recognition using intelligent software driven by
language models combined with linguistics, experimental psychology and advanced data analytics. In addition, significant
advancements are being made in voice interface design and
voice application development. It is expected that continued
progress in speech recognition for VIHD will enhance user
experience further [75]–[77].
2) Low-Power IoT Devices: A key component of VIHD is
MEMS microphones with associated electronics and software
for capturing and processing high-quality voice communications while suppressing environmental noise and extraneous
audio signals. For portable or wearable devices, compact
size and low power are significant design challenges being
addressed to satisfy user needs. In fact, in the last years, there
were continual improvements in the development of ultra-low
power audio and voice capabilities of VIHD. Techniques such
as VAD allow a VIHD system to listen (e.g., using only one
of an array of several microphones) even when in low-power
mode to reduce total power usage. Only when a speech signal
above a predefined threshold is detected, the system wakes up
for normal audio signal processing and action.
3) Personalized Health Services: A continuing trend in
VIHD is the provision of personalized services with a highlevel of data security. This is because it is expected that
VIHD will help to improve personalized patient experience
such as updating their medical record in real-time or providing relevant information about medications. Stimulated by the
ongoing pandemic, VIHD is expected to continue advancing
digital health by providing improved, personalized, predictive
and preventative healthcare through real-time monitoring or
self-care using AI powered diagnostics [78], [79].
B. Challenges
1) Medical Data Security and Privacy: As other medical devices with communication capabilities, VIHD are prone
to security risks that may include theft of patient data, service denial, manipulation of therapy, or damage to assets.
These security risks become more important as these devices
are connected to a network for real-time data transmission.
Sometimes, security may be traded at the expense of user
convenience, but VIHD may reduce the risks with robust
biometric authentication based on integrated speech recognition and voice identity verification techniques [80], [81].
Further, audio files are stored in the VIHD with a high-level
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of sensitive data security, and secure data protocols are implemented. The ongoing challenges are to ensure adequate audio
performance for biometric authentication (i.e., signal-to-noise
ratio and dynamic range), and to improve blockchain cryptographic algorithms for robust encryption of users’ data to keep
them secure and private.
2) Training of Speech Recognition Technologies: In VIHD,
a continuing challenge is for large, diverse training sets which
are critical for ML or AI software. Further, expectations of
users of these VIHD are increasingly demanding higher accuracy since it is less acceptable for AI-systems to make errors.
Therefore, a continuing challenge is to make such devices
speaker independent (except for user authentication using
speech-based biometrics), so that multiple persons such as doctors, nurses and other healthcare professionals can use them
without additional speech recognition training for tasks such as
record transcription over voice. For this to become a reality, the
voice-activated systems should identify different languages,
accents, pitches, volumes and speeds of speech, as well as
variations of speech related to emotions, mental/psychological
states, and other atypical speech patterns, all of which require
large heterogeneous training datasets. In speech recognition
technologies, it is also challenging to know when to use the
global approach, where an entire word is recognized, versus
the analytical approach that uses the linguistic structure of a
word to detect and identify its basic components of phonemes
and syllables. In addition, it is still challenging for the software in speech recognition technologies to handle voice in the
presence of background noise [82], [83].
3) Reliability and Robustness: Reliability and robustness
of network access may be dependent on geographic location
as smaller rural centers may not have the same level of access
as bigger urban areas, and there may be network outages
which can be frustrating for users of VIHD. Reliability can
be enhanced with blockchain technology, which will also help
with data security and privacy. Another challenge is to improve
the reliability, robustness and battery lifetime of the hardware such as MEMS microphones, data and signal processing
integrated circuits and networking infrastructure.
4) Standardization and Interoperability: Standardization
across networks, application programming interfaces and protocols are key challenges to increase VIHD popularity and to
make them more secure while addressing users’ concerns on
security and data privacy. Technological standards are necessary, including network protocols, communication protocols
and data aggregation. There is also a need for regulatory standards related to issues such as security and privacy of data
and data accountability, as well as collection, modification,
deletion, use and storage of data. The collected data from
multiple VIHD may be of different formats at different sampling rates, and structured or unstructured, so there is a need to
establish standards for their handling, aggregation and transformation. Standards for data brokers, i.e., companies that sell
data collected from a variety of sources, are desirable as well.
For interoperability among VIHD, blockchain technology is of
great benefit. Also, the IoT platform should ensure interoperability and scalability among information-technology systems,
voice-activated healthcare devices and service interfaces. This
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is especially challenging as the IoT platforms will have non
uniform user interfaces catering different physical abilities,
such as hearing or speech impairments, and which must satisfy specific standards and be easily upgradeable. Challenges
also exist in interoperability in heterogeneous sensor systems
related to communication protocols; scalability; and the storage, exchange and security of collected data primarily because
most sensor systems are proprietary and customized [84].

V. F UTURE A PPLICATIONS
Voice activated IoT devices have a great potential, not only
to improve existing healthcare activities, but also to make
novel applications possible. Some new applications enabled
by VIHD include the following.
1) Voice-Tech Patient Screening: AI-powered virtual assistants and chatbots played a significant role in the fight against
Covid-19. Chatbots operating through VIHD can help to
screen individuals faster and decrease the number of patients
that needed to meet with healthcare providers.
2) Personalized Healthcare and Improved Patient
Experience: VIHDs can collect crucial information such as
vital signs in real time, update medical records and notify
doctors immediately. The patients will use their voices to
issue the necessary commands, minimizing the risk of not
using the device properly.
3) Telehealth and e-Health: Low and inexpensive IoT
devices will make telehealth more affordable while they will
reduce the number of patients that need to access the limited
healthcare facilities.
4) Smart Home and Environment: VIHDs can be used in
a smart home or autonomous vehicle and provide important
data that through ML can reveal useful correlations between
patient everyday activities and their health.
5) Predictive and Prescriptive Health Data Analysis
Through Advanced Voice Recognition: Predictive analysis
aims to foretell issues before they occur, while prescriptive
analysis recommends solutions for upcoming problems. Both
approaches have the potential to make e-health revolutionary.
Finally, as trivial tasks are performed through VIHDs, medical personnel can focus on critical tasks, perform more complex operations and assist patients more effectively. This would
not only reduce the workload, but also improve accessibility
and facilitate new healthcare services.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This brief has presented a review of the most recent voice
activated IoT devices focusing on healthcare, along with
current trends and challenges and some future applications.
Several VIHD devices are available in the market and there is
a technological trend toward the further development of such
systems. However, their usage should follow some basic standards while their applicability in healthcare is highly based
on the level of performance and provided security. When
these challenges are properly addressed, they can be used in
a plethora of future healthcare applications.
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